ABUS PFaffenHain
LOCKING SYSTEMS

Locking Insert

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks

ABUS PFaffenHain
ABUS PfaffenHain™ is part of the international ABUS group and specializes in mechanical locking systems. The company has over 70 years of experience in the development and manufacturing of high-quality security products. The locking systems are constructed and manufactured in Germany, ensuring that consumers receive precision products that maintain their high level of performance after many years.

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY
ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.

ABUS High Security Vitess™
Locking Systems

Contact:
ABUS USA LLC
23910 N. 19th Avenue, #56
Phoenix, AZ 85085
Phone: 623-516-9933
Fax: 623-516-9934
Email: customerservice@us.abus.com
Internet: www.abus.com

ABUS Canada
6520 Northam Drive
Mississauga, ON L4V 1H9
Phone: 905-673-2287
Fax: 905-676-1924
Email: sales@abuscanada.com
Internet: www.abus.com
**VITESS™ LOCKING SYSTEM**

**SYSTEM DESCRIPTION**

- **Key cuts**
  - Paracentric precision profile
- **Intop System**
- **Standard drill protection** - pins made of hardened steel
- **Intop System**
- **6 locking elements**

**Highlights of Vitesse™**

- Unique combination of patent protection, unlimited trademark protection and highest technical key copy protection
- The curved precision profile and Intop system offer ultimate picking protection
- Curved key profile offers increased stability

**Technical Details**

- Patented Intop System
- 6 locking elements
- 14mm (0.55") core diameter

**Available Finishes**

- Standard: Satin Nickel
- Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

**STRENGTH DRILL PROTECTION**

- ABUS locking systems offer superior drilling protection compared to competitors
- 4 additional hardened steel pins are inserted into the cylinder (two per cylinder core and housing) and an additional carbide pin is inserted into the front of both housing sides

**GRAND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS WITH A GUARANTEED SUPPLY FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS**

A grand master key system is a long-lasting investment in security. ABUS guarantees to supply needed cylinders or single parts up to 20 years after the creation of the grand master key system. Of course, the system can also be extended - mechanically or electronically - at any time. For this ABUS plans 20% extension reserve in advance.

**KNK, KIL, Deadbolt**

**Description**

- Universal locking insert with cylinder collar
- Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N0)
- Key material: nickel silver
- Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
- Fixed tailpieces at the cylinder can be adjusted to horizontal or vertical orientation
- Tailpieces for free wheel function can be adjusted to different free-wheel positions. Free-wheel 180°
- Includes 4 KNK/KIL tailpieces (horizontal and vertical)

**Technical Details**

- Patented Intop System
- 6 locking elements
- Intop System

**Available Finishes**

- Standard: Satin Nickel
- Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

**Pinning Kit**

This stable, durable plastic kit comes with all necessary components for the Vitesse™ High Security program. The threefold latch with two buckles and a safety cover prevents unintentional opening.

**Pinning kit contents:**

- Index with item numbers
- Labels for the single inserts

**CYLINDER DIMENSIONS & DETAILS**

**Description**

- Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N0)
- Key material: nickel silver
- Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
- Pre-loaded housing reduces assembly, no follower necessary
- Includes horizontal break-off tailpiece, vertical tailpiece sold separate

**Available Finishes**

- Standard: Satin Nickel
- Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

**Pin your own key - machine included by buying the appropriate jaw!**

- SZ01 Adams Rite®
- SZ06 Schlage® L
- SZ09 Sargent®
- SZ11 Corbin Russwin®
- SZ12 Yale®
ABUS PFAFFENHAIN
LOCKING SYSTEMS

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks
- 83AL/45 • 83AS/45 • 83/50 • 83/55 • 83/60
- 83MAR/45 • 83WP/53 • 83WP/53 • 83WP/63 • 83WP/63

ABUS PFAFFENHAIN
ABUS Pfaffenhain™ is part of the international ABUS group and specializes in mechanical locking systems. The company has over 70 years of experience in the development and manufacturing of high-quality security products. The locking systems are constructed and manufactured in Germany, ensuring that consumers receive precision products that maintain their high level of performance after many years.

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY
ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.
VITESS™ LOCKING SYSTEM
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Key cuts
Paracentric precision profile
Intop System

Standard drill protection - pins made of hardened steel

Highlights of Vitess™
• Unique combination of patent protection, unlimited trademark protection and highest technical key copy protection
• The curved precision profile and Intop system offer ultimate picking protection
• Curved key profile offers increased stability

Technical Details
• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

All cylinders of ABUS Pfaffenhain™ have a core diameter of 14mm (0.55”). This increased diameter enables a very large number of combinations inside of the cylinder, making very large and complex grand master key systems with ABUS possible. These locking systems offer 1.5 million true key differences!

STRONG DRILL PROTECTION
• ABUS locking systems offer superior drilling protection compared to competitors
• 4 additional hardened steel pins are inserted into the cylinder (two per cylinder core and housing) and an additional carbide pin is inserted into the front of both housing sides

GRAND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS WITH A GUARANTEED SUPPLY FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS
A grand master key system is a long-lasting investment in security. ABUS guarantees to supply needed cylinders or single parts up to 20 years after the creation of the grand master key system. Of course, the system can also be extended - mechanically or electronically - at any time. For this ABUS plans 20% extension reserve in advance.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Pinned System
6 locking elements
Paracentric precision profile
Intop System

Technical Details
• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS Locking Systems
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

GRAND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS WITH A GUARANTEED SUPPLY FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS
A grand master key system is a long-lasting investment in security. ABUS guarantees to supply needed cylinders or single parts up to 20 years after the creation of the grand master key system. Of course, the system can also be extended - mechanically or electronically - at any time. For this ABUS plans 20% extension reserve in advance.

ABUS Locking Systems
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Pinned System
6 locking elements
Paracentric precision profile
Intop System

Technical Details
• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.
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Technical Details
• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.
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Technical Details
• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.
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• Patented Intop system
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• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes
Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS
ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

GRAND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS WITH A GUARANTEED SUPPLY FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS
A grand master key system is a long-lasting investment in security. ABUS guarantees to supply needed cylinders or single parts up to 20 years after the creation of the grand master key system. Of course, the system can also be extended - mechanically or electronically - at any time. For this ABUS plans 20% extension reserve in advance.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

Pinned System
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Intop System

Technical Details
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Pinned System
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**ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS**

ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

All cylinders of ABUS Pfaffenhain™ have a core diameter of 14mm (0.55”). This increased diameter enables a very large number of combinations inside of the cylinder, making very large and complex grand master key systems with ABUS possible. These locking systems offer 1.5 million true key differs!

---

**VITESS™ LOCKING SYSTEM**

**SYSTEM DESCRIPTION**

- Key cuts
- Paracentric precision profile

**Intop System**

- Standard drill protection - pins made of hardened steel

**Highlights of Vitess™**

- Unique combination of patent protection, unlimited trademark protection and highest technical key copy protection
- The curved precision profile and Intop system offer ultimate picking protection
- Curved key profile offers increased stability

**Technical Details**

- Patented Intop system
- 6 locking elements
- 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

**Available Finishes**

- Standard: Satin Nickel
- Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

---

**CYLINDER DIMENSIONS & DETAILS**

**KNK, KIL, Deadbolt**

- Universal locking insert with cylinder collar
- Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N)
- Key material: nickel silver
- Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
- Fixed tailpieces at the cylinder can be adjusted to horizontal or vertical orientation
- Tailpieces for free wheel function can be adjusted to different free-wheel positions. Free-wheel 180°
- Includes 4 KNK/KIL tailpieces (horizontal and vertical)

**Cylinder Material**

- Brass, nickel-plated (finish N)

---

**Mortise cylinder**

- Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N)
- Key material: nickel silver
- Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
- Pre-loaded housing reduces assembly, no follower necessary
- Includes standard Adams Rite® cam with housing

**RIM cylinder**

- Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N)
- Key material: nickel silver
- Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
- Pre-loaded housing reduces assembly, no follower necessary
- Includes horizontal break-off tailpiece, vertical tailpiece sold separate

---

**ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS TECHNICAL FEATURES**

ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

---

**Available Finishes**

- Standard: Satin Nickel
- Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

---

**Pinning Kit contents:**

- Index with item numbers
- Labels for the single inserts

---

**Pinning Kit**

This stable, durable plastic kit comes with all necessary components for the Vitess™ High Security program. The threefold latch with two buckles and a safety cover prevents unintentional opening.

---

**Use your own key machine by buying the appropriate jaw!**
ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS

ABUS locking systems are ideal for programs of various sizes, from small to large master key systems. The range covers keyed alike cylinders, small and medium master key systems, as well as large grand master key systems. If requested, the planning and calculation of the grand master key system can be done by ABUS Pfaffenhain™.

All cylinders of ABUS Pfaffenhain™ have a core diameter of 14mm (0.55”). This increased diameter enables a very large number of combinations inside of the cylinder, making very large and complex grand master key systems with ABUS possible. These locking systems offer 1.5 million true key differs!

STRONG DRILL PROTECTION

• ABUS locking systems offer superior drilling protection compared to competitors
• 4 additional hardened steel pins are inserted into the cylinder (two per cylinder core and housing) and an additional carbide pin is inserted into the front of both housing sides

ABUS LOCKING SYSTEMS TECHNICAL FEATURES

14mm 0.55”

GRAND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS WITH A GUARANTEED SUPPLY FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS

A grand master key system is a long-lasting investment in security. ABUS guarantees to supply needed cylinders or single parts up to 20 years after the creation of the grand master key system. Of course, the system can also be extended - mechanically or electronically - at any time. For this ABUS plans 20% extension reserve in advance.

VITESS™ LOCKING SYSTEM

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Key cuts
Paracentric precision profile
Intop System

Standard drill protection - pins made of hardened steel

Highlights of Vitess™

• Unique combination of patent protection, unlimited trademark protection and highest technical key copy protection
• The curved precision profile and Intop system offer ultimate picking protection
• Curved key profile offers increased stability

Technical Details

• Patented Intop system
• 6 locking elements
• 14mm (0.55”) core diameter

Available Finishes

Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

Use your own key machine by buying the appropriate jaw!

Pinning Kit

This stable, durable plastic kit comes with all necessary components for the Vitess™ High Security program. The threefold latch with two buckles and a safety cover prevents unintentional opening.

Pinning kit contents:
• Index with item numbers
• Labels for the single inserts

STOUT DRILL PROTECTION

• ABUS locking systems offer superior drilling protection compared to competitors
• 4 additional hardened steel pins are inserted into the cylinder (two per cylinder core and housing) and an additional carbide pin is inserted into the front of both housing sides

CYLINDER DIMENSIONS & DETAILS

KNK, KIL, Deadbolt

Description

• Universal locking insert with cylinder collar
• Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N0)
• Key material: nickel silver
• Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
• Fixed tailpieces at the cylinder can be adjusted to horizontal or vertical orientation
• Tailpieces for free wheel function can be adjusted to different free-wheel positions. Free-wheel 180°
• Includes 4 KNK/KIL tailpieces (horizontal and vertical)

Pinning Kit

This stable, durable plastic kit comes with all necessary components for the Vitess™ High Security program. The threefold latch with two buckles and a safety cover prevents unintentional opening.

Pinning kit contents:
• Index with item numbers
• Labels for the single inserts

Available Finishes

Standard: Satin Nickel
Special order finishes from factory include Satin Chrome, Antique Bronze, Brass, and more. Lead times vary.

Use your own key machine by buying the appropriate jaw!

STURDY DRILL PROTECTION

• ABUS locking systems offer superior drilling protection compared to competitors
• 4 additional hardened steel pins are inserted into the cylinder (two per cylinder core and housing) and an additional carbide pin is inserted into the front of both housing sides

RIM cylinder

Description

• Cylinder material: brass, nickel-plated (finish N0)
• Key material: nickel silver
• Pinning: 6 pins made of nickel silver including hardened drill protection pins in the 1st and 3rd position
• Pre-loaded housing reduces assembly, no follower necessary
• Includes horizontal break-off tailpiece, vertical tailpiece sold separate
ABUS Locking Systems

ABUS PFAFFENHAIN

ABUS Pfaffenhain™ is part of the international ABUS group and specializes in mechanical locking systems. The company has over 70 years of experience in the development and manufacturing of high-quality security products. The locking systems are constructed and manufactured in Germany, ensuring that consumers receive precision products that maintain their high level of performance after many years.

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY

ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany — from the cylinder housing to the core pins — and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.

LOCKING INSERT FOR ABUS 83 PADLOCK SERIES

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks
- 83AL/45
- 83/45
- 83CS/45
- 83/50
- 83/55
- 83CS/55
- 83/80
- 83MAR/45
- 83WP/53
- 83WP/53
- 83WP/63
- 83WP/63

LOCKING INSERT

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks
- 83AL/45
- 83/45
- 83CS/45
- 83/50
- 83/55
- 83CS/55
- 83/80
- 83MAR/45
- 83WP/53
- 83WP/53
- 83WP/63
- 83WP/63

ABUS High Security Vitess™ Locking Systems

Contact:
ABUS USA LLC
23910 N. 19th Avenue, #56
Phoenix, AZ  85085
Phone:  623-516-9933
Fax:  623-516-9934
Email:  customerservice@us.abus.com
Internet:  www.abus.com

ABUS Canada
6520 Northam Drive
Mississauga, ON L4V 1H9
Phone:  905-673-2287
Fax:  905-676-1924
Email:  sales@abuscanada.com
Internet:  www.abus.com
ABUS PFAFFENHAIN
LOCKING SYSTEMS

ABUS PFAFFENHAIN is part of the international ABUS group and specializes in mechanical locking systems. The company has over 70 years of experience in the development and manufacturing of high-quality security products. The locking systems are constructed and manufactured in Germany, ensuring that consumers receive precision products that maintain their high level of performance after many years.

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY

ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.

LOCKING INSERT
FOR ABUS 83 PADLOCK SERIES

Locking Insert

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks
- 83AL/45 • 83B/45 • 83/45 • 83/50 • 83/55 • 83/60
- 83MAR/45 • 83WP/53 • 83WP/53/5 • 83WP/63 • 83WP/63/63

Locking Insert Highlights
- Can be used with most ABUS 83 Series padlocks, expanding the flexibility of the system
- Keys: Nickel silver

Available 83 Series Padlocks
- 83AL/45 • 83B/45 • 83/45 • 83/50 • 83/55 • 83/60
- 83MAR/45 • 83WP/53 • 83WP/53/5 • 83WP/63 • 83WP/63/63
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ABUS USA LLC
23910 N. 19th Avenue, #56
Phoenix, AZ 85085
Phone: 623-516-9933
Fax: 623-516-9934
Email: customerservice@us.abus.com
Internet: www.abus.com

ABUS Canada
6520 Northam Drive
Mississauga, ON L4V 1H9
Phone: 905-673-2287
Fax: 905-676-1924
Email: sales@abuscanada.com
Internet: www.abus.com

ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.
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ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.
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ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.
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ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.
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ABUS locking systems are manufactured under consistent conditions in Germany – from the cylinder housing to the core pins – and they guarantee both private and industrial users the highest level of protection against manipulation of the locking cylinder and illegal key copying. This is ensured primarily by using patented technologies and high-quality, precision products with the “Made in Germany” stamp of quality.